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0 of 0 review helpful Sexy supernatural By NB I don t agree completely with the other reviewers I gave this book 5 
stars because it s bloody original I have read my fair share of lesbian fiction and one tends to get tired of the 
abundance of schmaltz I love Ms Zedde s work not only because she s one of the very few intelligent lesbian writers of 
colour but also because she doesn t shy away from violence and the unusual Nyandoro was born the favorite As the 
only girl of her parents rsquo six children she gets everything she wants without even asking for it When the latest 
thing she desires is the wife of a village elder she faces consequences she never had to before These consequences 
come with the dawn of a passion she didn rsquo t know existed a carnal feast of flesh she can rsquo t get enough of 
But on the night she gains the ultimate satisfaction from the woman About the Author Jamaican born Fiona Zedde 
currently lives and writes in Miami Florida She is the author of several novellas and novels including the Lambda 
Literary Award finalists Bliss and Every Dark Desire Her novel Dangerous Pleas 
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overview rainforests are defined as dense forests with high amounts of annual rainfall often located in tropical regions 
there are two types of rainforest tropical  Free  corruption land fraud and lack of government oversight could lead to 
an ecological disaster in the amazon  summary muddy water swept through villages in tai po leaving many trapped at 
home when heavy rain struck in the morning rush hour marie antoinette the teenage queen was embraced by france in 
1770 twenty three years later she lost her head to the guillotine but she never said let them eat 
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